Book-4 is up on Amazon!
You can find Book-4 here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078J2KMFM

IMPORTANT: You should read Book-3 before reading this Kindle.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0774KHKQY
Here I continue where I left off in Book-3. I had to change the subtitle
from Database to the Key Playlist Report; I explain why in the
introduction. You will find several NEW and exciting strategies in
Book-4. Here is a quick overview of all the amazing strategies I explain
in this book:

===The ONE Digit Prediction System===
In this book I explain how to use my brand new X Tracking System
to accurately predict ONE digit that will hit in the next TWO drawings!
I have been asked many times in the past how to identify ONE digit that
will hit in the next one or two drawings. I have not been able to give a
satisfactory answer to this question – until now. In this book I explain
in detail the absolute BEST WAY to identify ONE digit that will hit your
state in the next two drawings. Best of all, you will find that this simple
system is incredibly accurate and that it works consistently. Actually,
this strategy works like MAGIC. This secret strategy will definitely take
your game to the Next Level.
In Book-4 I also introduce 3 Brand New Strategies:

*The Perfect Playlist Theory
*The Spear and the Net
*The Loose Grip Theory

But there is MORE!
In Book-4 I also explain….
*The only Time Frame that really matters in the Pick 3 game.
*The Power of Daily Feedback.
*Why "future numbers" are dangerous.
*Digits, Numbers, and Key defined.
*The two strategies I used to come up with the Key Playlist Report.
*What are the Top 10 Keys? They are listed here. These are the 10 keys
that hit over and over again in your state. If you know what numbers
follow these keys, you will be able to pretty much “master” the Pick 3
game.
*Book-4 also includes the 10 “problem keys.” These problematic keys
have a large playlist (more than 74 numbers).
*BONUS: Here you will find the official playlist for the 10 problem keys
so you know exactly what numbers are most likely to hit in the next two
drawings when one of these keys show up in your state.
*I also explain the Line Tracking System and how it works.
*The Key Tracking System is explained here as well.
*Why the Key Tracking System is better than the Line Tracking System.
*Why the X Tracking System is so incredibly accurate.
*The most common X Patterns and what they mean (this information is
Pure Gold for the serious Pick 3 player).
*When you should stop using the Daily Hits System - and when to start
playing again.
Reading Book-4 WILL dramatically improve the quality of your game!
You can find Book-4 here:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B078J2KMFM

I have two Specials. The first one is good if you want the first three
books in the series and the second one is good if you want all four
books. They both include 30 day access to my programs. If you
currently have access, I will add 30 days to your account.

$15 Special (Books 123 and 30 Day Access)
For $15 I will email you the PDF edition of Books 1, 2, and 3. I will also
give you 30 day access to my programs (I will add 30 days to your
account if you currently have access). If interested, simply email me
with $15-Books123-30 Days on the subject line of your email and I will
send you a Paypal invoice right away. I will email you the PDFs and add
30 days to your account right after I get payment. My email is
aanewyork4000@gmail.com.

$20 Special (Books 1234 and 30 Day Access)
For $20 I will email you the PDF edition of Books 1, 2, 3, and 4. I will
also give you 30 day access to my program. If interested, simply email
me with $20-Books1234-30 Days on the subject line of your email and I
will send you a Paypal invoice right away. I will email you the PDFs and
add 30 days to your account right after I get payment. My email is
aanewyork4000@gmail.com.
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